
AMBITION THE DOWNFALL OF MACBETH

In Shakespeare's Macbeth, the themes of ambition and power corrupting are as vices of the protagonist, Macbeth, and
serve to cause his tragic downfall.

He knew Macbeth was no longer suited to be in a position of authority over Scotland, and this only helped his
case. The tragedy of Macbeth by William Shakespeare outlines how the lust for power can bring out the worst
in people. When the power of a nation falls in the hands of a single person ambition takes many spectacular
and ugly forms. At this point, he was no longer under the influence of Lady Macbeth and began to view
Banquo as a threat to his advancement instead of an asset to the wellbeing of Scotland. However, the central
focus of the play is the suffering he himself undergoes, as he makes his way through hisâ€¦. He is a mixture of
good characteristics and bad characteristics. We see Macbeths ambition start to grow when he is wrestling
with his conscience about the witches prophesies. In addition to this, Macbeth struggles greatly from an
internal moral conflict when he was deciding to kill Duncan. However, as the play progresses, and Duncan is
killed, Macbeth seems to become the dominating partner. However, it is unclear whether these prophecies are
preordained or self fulfilling. This murder showed just how out of control Macbeth had gotten. Although
Macbeth has the final say in whether or not to go ahead with the initial killing, he loves his wife and wants to
make her happy. His want to stay king brought out the tyrant within him and shows the evil side of Macbeth,
letting his ambition take over. Macbeth first gains power in the beginning of the play when he defeats the
Thane of Cawdor, a traitor to Scotland. Although the protagonist initially tries to resist his human urge, he in
the end committed crime his country, his friends, and sadly himself. Much of the suffering in the play is
directly attributable to Macbeth. The three witches are introduced at the beginning of the play; they give
Macbeth three prophecies, that he will be Thane of Cawdor, Thane of Glamis and King. The Witches
professed this and it caused Macbeth to believe that whatever they said would come true. His unrestricted
actions lead to the transformation and downfall of once the brave solider we first meet to the ruthless murderer
he becomes. Readers ponder whether Macbeth's fall was caused by a flaw in his character, Lady Macbeth, or
an outside force of evil.


